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Greek and Egyptian words
In many instances the arguments in this book depend on the interpretation of terms used in the ancient sources. To make it easier for non-specialist readers, it seemed preferable to use an English translation wherever possible and to provide the original word or phrase only in parentheses. There are a few exceptional terms that needed to be incorporated into the main text because their English renderings are too misleading, but these are then thoroughly defined and discussed. Examples include the Greek term katoikos (plural katoikoi), which indicates a special status of military settlers and the Grecized Egyptian term lesonis (plural lesones), which refers to a temple official. Latin transliteration has been consistently adopted to facilitate pronunciation and a macron has been added to distinguish long vowels occurring in the last syllable. Only in a few longer quotations in the footnotes did the use of the Greek script seem warranted.
A further note on pronunciation may be helpful for readers who are unfamiliar with the Egyptian language. Diacritical marks and special signs are needed to represent particular sounds. The aleph (3) and ayin ( c ) are usually simplified in English as an a-sound and the y and yod («) as an ee-sound, while theš represents a sh-sound and the t a ch-sound. Other diacritical marks are used to signify aspirated or guttural consonants. Because neither the hieroglyphic nor the Demotic writing system employed vowels, these do not show up in the transliteration. When articulating the words, however, it is conventional to insert an e-sound between consonants in order to make them pronounceable. For instance, the Egyptian word for a temple estate h . tp-nt r can be read out loud as hetep-necher. Such transliterations reproduce the Egyptian scribes' historical orthographies, which do not necessarily correspond to the spoken language of the GrecoRoman period anyway; hence the discrepancy, for example, between the Egyptian temple official mr-šn or mer-shen and its pronunciation in Greek as lesonis. 
